The effect of rate of stimulation on perception of spectral shape by cochlear implantees.
The effect of rate of stimulation on spectral shape perception was measured in six users of the Nucleus CI24 cochlear implant. Three spectral shapes were created by using three profiles of current across seven electrode positions. Each current profile was replicated in three stimuli that interleaved stimulus pulses across the seven electrodes with cycle rates (rate per electrode) of 450, 900, and 1800 Hz. The stimulus space resulting from a multidimensional scaling experiment showed a clear dimension related to the rate of stimulation that was orthogonal to the dimension related to the spectral shapes. A second experiment was performed with the same subjects to investigate whether the perceptual dimension related to rate in Experiment 1 could be attributed to different perceptual flatness of the profiles at different rates. In Experiment 2, the rate of stimulation was fixed at 900 Hz and three profiles were created for each spectral shape that differed in flatness. This experiment did not, however, result in an independent perceptual dimension related to the flatness of the profile. In conclusion, rate of stimulation provided an independent perceptual dimension in the multiple-electrode stimuli, in spite of the rates being not discriminable or barely discriminable in single-electrode stimulation.